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Shubhi Publications, 2002. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. First. The book unravels with
effective use of computer technology the uniformity, great proportions and geometry that the
Hindu Temple Architecture is based upon. The book also challenges and readdresses the
predominant theories of temple architecture like the Vastu Purush Mandala and the Sri Yantra. It
sets forth the theory that there is an evident micro level integration of dimensions and proportions
which all originate from the idol, set in the womb of the structure: the Garbhagriha. The book
unfolds the relationship between the square and the circle in a sequence which, with the help of the
stellate square form with its intersecting points, the marmas, resonates throughout the temples
space and form in conjunction with its subsidiary shrines. It also establishes with the help of SCS, a
strong relationship between the prasada and the mandapa. The potent intersection of the two SCS
sets the canvass for erotic iconography as evident in temples of Khajuraho. This three volume book
establishes the interdependency of the temples elevation and its roof form to the plan and its
dimensions, setting forth the need for the scholarship to address the temple structure as a whole.
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ReviewsReviews

Merely no words and phrases to spell out. It is actually writter in basic words and phrases instead of di icult to understand. Your way of life span will
probably be enhance as soon as you complete reading this article ebook.
-- Lauren Quitzon-- Lauren Quitzon

It is great and fantastic. Sure, it is actually perform, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ivy Hill DDS-- Ivy Hill DDS
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